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1) This is my #Qanon thread for February 12, 2020
Q posts can be found here:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!
http://qmap.pub

qalerts.app
Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…
https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
*** The original, most used, most frequently updated & feature rich QAnon Android
App available. When at war fight with the best weapon available *** Q Alerts notifies
you quickly when Q Anon makes …
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

My Theme: The Silent War Continues

2) If you want to understand the subjects discussed by Q, it helps to decode the
"signatures" he provides.
Signatures are short phrases found at the end of some posts.
Most are the titles of films or books.

3) Early on, Q helped anons decode a couple of his signatures.
On November 12, 2017, he asked if they had decoded the other ones he had used.

4) On Feb 14, 2019, the phrase "A Traitor's Justice" appeared in 2 posts by Q.
But the phrase was not a signature.

5) Five days later, "Traitor's Justice" appeared as the last line of this post.
It seemed as if the phrase may have become a "signature."

6) The phrase "Silent War" first appeared near the end of a post on November 20,
2017.
It was located immediately before 4 confirmed signatures.

I had never considered "Silent War" to be a signature until yesterday.

7) In April of 2018, Q suggested a series of military aircraft crashes were not a
coincidence.
Is the deep state waging a silent war against patriots who are trying to eradicate their
corrupt system?

8) The "silent war" reappeared last week and has been mentioned in a number of
recent posts.

9)

10)

11) Only Q knows for sure if "Silent War" is intended to be a signature.
I'm working on a hunch and hoping to have my theory confirmed or corrected.
On the chance that Silent War is intended to be a signature, I'd like to look at a few
possible decodes.
12) "Silent War" is the name of a short comic series by Marvel.

The odds of this being a correct decode are slim.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silent_War

13) "The Silent War" is also the name of a 2012 film.
Another slim possibility.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Silent_War_(2012_film)

14) "The Silent War" is also the title of a 2013 documentary mini-series about cold
war battles between US and Russian submarines.

The Silent War (TV Mini-Series 2013– ) - IMDb
With Haydn Gwynne. The story of the underwater war between US, UK and Soviet
submarines in the second half of the 20th century.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt3729408/

15) "The Silent War" is also the title of a novel by John Craven about submarine
espionage conducted during the cold war between the U.S. and Russia.
This would seem to be the best bet if "Silent War" is a signature that must be
decoded.
https://www.amazon.com/Silent-War-Cold-Battle-Beneath/dp/0743223268

16) John Craven was an accomplished Naval officer and marine scientist who witness
first hand much of what he wrote about in the novel.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_P._Craven

17) Unknown coded message.
Obama lived up to his secret Service codename.
Hillary Clinton did not.
"Evergreen" = to remain green forever
"Think depopulation"
Will Hillary become a casualty as the world is "depopulated" of traitors?
The Silent War Continues.

18) @AZShopRGirl was Q'd yesterday for this video.
POTUS was asked if he knew the name of the anonymous author of the New York
Times op-ed and the book "Anonymous" that details the resistance inside the White
House.

0:00

19 Q did not comment as to why this video might be relevant.
Many theories have been offered but none have been confirmed, so far.
I'd rather not speculate on its relevance.

Pamela
@AZShopRGirl

Boom! #Qanon #WWG1WGA

24.3K 10:13 PM - Feb 11, 2020
17.1K people are talking about this

20) Codemonkey said the 8kun board where Q posts has been under sophisticated
and expensive attacks.

Ron
@CodeMonkeyZ

Attacks have been coming in all day. Very sophisticated and
expensive attacks; the person paying for the attack likely has
deep pockets. Note: if the clearnet site is under attack, the tor
site will probably still be working.
9,069 10:46 PM - Feb 9, 2020
4,999 people are talking about this

21) If Q is a pointless conspiracy, why are people spending so much money trying to
shut him down?
Why are the biggest media companies in the world writing articles aimed at
discrediting Q?

22) What happens when the news is controlled by a handful of corporations and most
people get their information from those sources?

23) How do average people fight the psychological pressure to believe what the media
tell them?

24) Do those who own media companies control the population by controlling the
media's narrative?

25) Was a false narrative created to destroy the reputation of POTUS in order to
maintain control of the population via the media?

26) Does the media label people and then pit them against each other to prevent
them from uniting?
Are citizens stronger when divided or when united?

27) Is an awake citizenry a CLEAR AND PRESENT DANGER to corruption?

28) We know the signature Godfather III pertains to the Vatican
Before the Pope changed the text of the Lord's prayer, Q posted about it.
Q's signatures point to subjects to look for in the news.

29) When news is about to drop about the Vatican, the signature Godfather III will
appear in Q's posts.

30) If "The Silent War" is a signature, when news is about to drop regarding the
subject(s) it pertains to, we'll see that signature.
(At this point, I'm not entirely sure what the subject is of this potential signature.)
31) It may mean nothing... but in posts from the past week, a pattern can be found in
the dots that form the ellipsis following the phrase "The silent war continues..."
The Feb 6 post ellipses had 5 dots
The Feb 8 post had 4 dots
Today's post had 3
What is a sequence?

32) Many people think nothing is happening.
Chuck Schumer's comments about POTUS and AG Barr ought to make them
reconsider their assessment.

0:00

33) Anyone who investigates the possibility that Joe Biden or Hillary have committed
crimes is a "far-right conspiratorial writer?"
Panic in DC.
[CS] = Chuck Schumer

ABC News
@ABC

"Does anyone think it's out of the question that Pres. Trump
might order the FBI to investigate Hillary Clinton, Joe Biden or
anybody else?" Sen. Chuck Schumer asks.
"That is third world behavior—not American behavior."
abcn.ws/2wa1jGl

4,632 5:09 PM - Feb 12, 2020
10.5K people are talking about this
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